This paper describes an implementation, analysis and improvements to MATE (MPLS Adaptive 'lrajJic Engineering) algorithm {6}. MATE is an on-line load balancing algorithm. As MATE was originally thought lor constant average incoming traffic, the first improve ment is the usage 01 an adaptive update step size lor time varying traffic. The second one modifies the time interval between updates to adequate itself to the traffic charocteristics and calculate the amount of measure ments in each interval to have a reliable statistic. The original algorithm and the new version, which will be called MATE-TV (MATE lor Time-Varying traffi c). were implemented in a LINUX -MPLS network. using the 'mpls-linnz' packet distributed by Source Forge UJ.
MATE is made in this article, some weaknesses of it are discussed and some improvements are proposed.
Firstly, the algorithm is designed for constant incom ing tra.ffi. c, not guaranteeing its convergence for tim� varying traffi c. Secondly, there is no criterion for deter mining the size of the time interval between the load 0-7803-8396-6/041$20.00 @ 2004 IEEE 247 balancing updates, although it is specified that this time interval must be bounded and an update must be made every time the delays start to grow. This paper proposes improvements to the original MATE algorithm that solve both problems. Let x. : = (x. P 'P E p.) be the rate vector of s and x : = ( x. P'P E P,,8 E S) the vector of all rates.
II. MATE overview
The flow on a link I E L has a rate :rJ that is the sum of the source rates on all LSPs that go through the link I. Hence,
There is a cost Ol(x') associated with each link, which is ass umed to continuous and convex. MATE objective is to minimize the total cost func tion O(x) defined as C(x) := LIEL 01 (x') by optimally routing the traffi c on the LSPs available. MATE goal is to fi nd:
.. .. I {EPEP. z.p = r. for ails E S.
z." � 0 for all pEP, and 8 E S. A vector z is called optimal if it is a minimizer to the problem (1 -2).
A standard technique to solve the constrained op timization problem (1 -2) is the gradient projection algorithm. Each iteration in each pair 8 takes the form:
where V'C.(t) = ({}C{x)/8x.p , p E P,) and [z]+ is the projection of a vector z onto the feasible space.
In [6] it is proved that under certain conditions, starting from any initial vector x(O), there exists a suf ficiently smaIl stepsize 'Y such that any accumulation point of the sequence {x(t)} generated by the asyn chronous algorithm is optimal.
III. MATE algorithm implementation

A. Link cost selection
The link cost used in this work is the one sh own as an example in {6]i that is, its delay, modelli ng it as the average delay of an M 1M /1 queue. In that case the cost of a link I is . 1
Cj-:I:
Then,
since Rl(x') "" R ;(xl). 
A.l Divergence problem when using a fixed "I
In [6J it is proved that, provided that the derivative of the link cost function is Lipschitz with Lipschitz 248 constant L, the algorithm converges to an optimal or a set of optimal points 8:3 long as:
where tP depends on the network topology and asyn chrorusm degree. Now, using 4 as our link cost function, the derivative of this function is not Lipschitz in the interval [0, C/), unlike what it is stated ill (6), so if we cann ot guaran tee that the average incoming traffi c rate to each link (x') is strictly less than its capacity (cd, we cannot guarantee MATE's convt!rgence. Moreover, although it seems reasonable to make that ass umption, it is not sufficient; it can be shown that for any fixed value of 'Y = "YF, we can find a value of xl m .... < CJ such that "I m ll;>;(xl m a;o: ) < '1Fj thus, we cann ot guarantee MATE's convergence, even under the assumption that xl < C/ for every link I.
Therefore, each pair should use an adaptive value of 'Y that somehow takes into acco unt in eacl1 update the traffi c rates in the links belonging to its LSPs. In
H we analyze the problem intuitively, when the in coming traffic rate of a celrtain link I is almost equal in media to its capacity, the delays increase so much that the term (where R" is the vector of delays in path p) of eq. (5) can be of the order or eVEn greater than the term 1/Ip. This leads to the possi bilii ty of abrupt changes in the percentages routed to ea.cb, of the possible paths, which leads to oscillations. For that reason, i should depend on the incoming traffi c ra.te and the delays meaBUl'ed, which are the only known variables to the algorithm.
We propose the use of an adaptive value of ")' calcu lated in each update, so that the a.verage of the terms Sp(".. , R,, ) is always less tIl,an or equal to a given factor p of the average of the terms "'p. Hence, the variations in the percentages are always less than p, avoiding this way abrupt oscill ations.
To achieve this goal, we propose t h e f ollowing adap tive calculation of ")':
where feZ) satiafies that feZ) > Z VZ, feZ) � Z for large Z, and � -+ 0 when Z -+ O. In particular we can use:
which satisfies all the requirements. Let us explain eq. (8) 
This equation has the great advantage that we do not need to mow the value of r., so it is not necessary to measure the rate of incoming packets.
A.2 Behavior of l' as a function of the trafft c. Now we are going to study the behavior of "I when the traffi c in a link Ie is near its capacity. 
B. Adaptive interval between updates
When the traffi c is not constant the time interval between updates must be adapwq to the character istics of the incoming traffi c, which should be quasi-249 stationary between the updates, in order to stay under the hypothesis of the MATE algorithm.
We propose a-procedure that accomplisbes that r� quirement,trying at the same time to minimize the rate of measures, in order to aff ect as less as possible the network with delay measuring packets.
Suppose we take k measures of the delays YI, ... , Y" during the interval tit. Thl'ii e measures are going to be modelled as random variables with the same distribu tion F and E(Yi) = 1-'. We would like to use a value of k such that:
where SAl :=}l + .. . +Y", and f and � are appropriately chosen valUI'ii .
To obtain Ie we use the Chernof Theorem [7] .
Then, in order to satisfy eq.(ll), Ie must satisfy:
where G is the Fenchel-Legendre or the Cramer Trans form [7] applied to the random variable X = Y -p.
Thus, the proba.bility that the average of the Ie mea sures faIl outside the intervallp( := [I-' -�,I-' + �], is small er than €. On the other hand, we take the reliable
The value of I-' is estimated in the i-th interval by:
where a E [0, I] and it is configurable.
Our criterion in the selection of the interval betwee n updates is the following: We take a finite set of possible intervals of duration dft < dt2 < . . . < dtN.
Suppose we are at the beginning of the i + I-tb inter val between updates and we ha.ve calculated Pi and the duration of this interval dtm. We calculate Ie so that k 2: -In(f)IG({). Then we take k measures of the delays Y1, 1'2, ... , Y. and calculate their average B./k.
Our criterion of adjustment differen tiates between four different cases.
• In case , > J.'i + v we diminish the interval to dtmllJt {I,m-I}'
• In case t < J.'i -v, altbough we can affirm that the statistic changed, it did it for the benefit of the algorithm . So we maintain the same interval dtm.
• In case It -Pi I :5 { we are in the stationaxy situ ation and so we use the immediately greater interval dtllll n.{N,m+1}·
• In case { < It -Pil :5 II, we are in the reliable Interval and so we maintain the interval dtm• B.l How do we calculate G without knowing the distribution function F?
To estimate G, we define X; = }'i-I" for all i E [1, kJ. Now, we compute
If the hypothesis of the Cherno! Theorem holds, which means that the random variables {Yilt"1 (mea surements of the delay in the links) are independent and identically distributed with known distribution function, this criterion of varying the time between up dates works properly. Nevertheless, it is necessary to discuss the veracity of this hypothesis. It is acc urate to ass ume that the random variables are independent because the traffi c in a link comes from many indepen dent sources and the time interval between measure ments is long enough.
The second hypothesis, that the Y; are identically distributed, will hold if the time interval between up. dates is short enough for the system to be quasi stationary. However, it is possible that the time inter val between updates becomes longer than it should for the delay in the link to be quasi-stationary in which case the hyp othesis of the Y; being identically dis tributed does not hold. It is clear that the longer the interval the more possible that this problem arises.
'Ib solve this problem, we change the computation of the amount of measures to be made as follows:
If the length of the interval is dt r , then kr measure ments will be made, where:
Then we take all the possible sets of ko consecutive measurements and if the mean delay of any of these sets is bigger than /"; + II, the time interval will be shortened. Moreover, the verification of the ko consec utive measurements is done in the moment that they are obtained. If we fall outside the reliable interval, the percentages for the load sharing are updated im mediately and the next time interval is shortened.
This solves the problem mentioned before diminish ing the frequency of measurements when the time in terval is lengthened, meeting our objective.
V. Experimental methodology.
An expenment was designed to evaluate the perfor mance of MATE-TV. The objective is to verify that 250 the algorithm converges given an important change in the network incoming traffi c, to analyze the evolution of the quantity of measures and the interval length be tween updates, and to ohserve the convergence speed. The experiment consisted of two stages and was per formed in the network topology of figure 1. This stage has the purpose of enlarging the inter val between updates; despite the fact that there is a slight change in the percelltages the delay variation is 50 small that the interval flhouId increase. 
VI. Results
The following graphics show the results of this exper iment. It tan be observed that in stage 1 the percent ages tended to the predicted values without reaching them since the delay were small and so were the up date steps. On the other hand, in this stage the time between updates increased up to 180 seconds.
In stage 2, when the traffi c started entering in LER 2 the delays in LSP 1.2 increased abruptly, so the in terval between updates was accordingly reduced and the percentages changed to route more traffi c on LSP 1.2, reducing the delays. Once reached the optimum point, the interval size started to increase again. 
VII. Conclusions
We have introduced two alterations to the original MATE algorithm in order to remove the ass umption of constant average incoming traffi c.
• The first improvement is the use of an update step size which adapts to the traffi c characteristics. This al lows to guarantee the convergence under timlrvarying traffi c and also improves the convergence speed when the traffi c is constant, as explained in lV-A.
• The second improvement is to automatically calcu late how many measures to take betwee n the diff erent updates to obtain a reliable estimation of the delays. Besides, the interval between updates is updated, ba sica.II y taking long intervals in quasi-stationary condi tions and shorter intervals when the traffi c is changing .
